
Has the candidate ever 
been a Senior Electrical 

Engineer?

Does the candidate have five years of professional electrical 
engineering experience? At least two years of which shall have been 
in design and inspection work in the planning, organizing, assigning 

and checking work, giving instructions and assistance, evaluating 
performance, and making technical decisions in connection with the 

supervision of the work of a group of designers and drafting 
technicians engaged in making complete designs, construction 

drawings and specifications of major electrical installations, such as 
complete office illumination, special psychiatric hospital and 

maximum security prison illumination, all types of sports area 
lighting, underground and overhead distribution systems, 

substations, communication systems, radio and sound systems, fire 
reporting and alarm systems, and special electrical controls for 
refrigeration and air-conditioning; reviews and supervises the 

checking of plans, designs, and quantities; writing technical 
specifications; supervising the construction of major electrical 

installations and making field investigations and surveys; dictating 
correspondence and preparing reports.

This candidate 
may be eligible for 

appointment.

YES

OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES
HIRING GUIDE

SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

This candidate is 
most likely not 

eligible for 
appointment.

This candidate 
may be eligible for 

appointment.

Please instruct the 
candidate to bring 

a copy of their 
degree(s) (or 
transcripts)

to the interview.

Additional qualifying experience 
may be substituted for the 

required education on a year by 
year basis.

Add the experience to their 
education, do they have nine 

years combined education and 
qualifying experience?

Does the 
candidate have a 
bachelor s degree 
with major work 

in electrical 
engineering?

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

Has the candidate ever been a Senior Electrical Engineer? If yes, This candidate may be eligible for appointment. If no, Does the candidate have five years of 
professional electrical engineering experience? At least two years of which shall have been in design and inspection work in the planning, organizing, assigning and 
checking work, giving instructions and assistance, evaluating performance, and making technical decisions in connection with the supervision of the work of a 
group of designers and drafting technicians engaged in making complete designs, construction drawings and specifications of major electrical installations, such as 
complete office illumination, special psychiatric hospital and maximum security prison illumination, all types of sports area lighting, underground and overhead 
distribution systems, substations, communication systems, radio and sound systems, fire reporting and alarm systems, and special electrical controls for 
refrigeration and air-conditioning; reviews and supervises the checking of plans, designs, and quantities; writing technical specifications; supervising the 
construction of major electrical installations and making field investigations and surveys; dictating correspondence and preparing reports. If no, This candidate is 
most likely not eligible for appointment. IF yes, Does the candidate have a bachelor’s degree with major work in electrical engineering? If yes, This candidate may 
be eligible for appointment. Please instruct the candidate to bring a copy of their degree or official transcript to the interview. If the candidate does not have a 
bachelor's degree, Additional qualifying experience may be substituted for the required education on a year by year basis. Add the experience to their education, 
do they have nine years combined education and qualifying experience? If yes, This candidate may be eligible for appointment. Please instruct the candidate to 
bring a copy of their official transcript to the interview if using education. If no, This candidate is most likely not eligible for appointment.
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